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Open Access Then

1 Price → 1 Author → 1 License
OA Your Way...With RightsLink

Securely Manage Article Processing Charges (APCs)

Factors Determining Price
- Corporate Sale
- Full Member
- Student Member
- Funding Agency
- Institutional Holding
- Nationality
- Hinari
- Institutional Discount

Payees
- Author
- Funder
- Sponsor
- University

Offer OA Aware Permissions

Factors Determining Rights & Fees
- Bespoke Terms
- Member-Specific Rules
- CC-BY
- CC-NC
- CC-BY-ND
- CC+
- STM Guidelines

Licensees
- Corporate employee
- Author / Publisher
- Researcher
- Student / professor
- Librarian

Fee Resolver
Rights Resolver

eCommerce & Workflow Engine

Real Time Reporting for Authors, Publishers and 3rd Parties